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 Not since the division of 1906 when 80% of the Lord's church apostatized, have we witnessed the departure 
that is presently occurring in the body of Christ. What was once practiced by far out liberal brethren has become 
common place among so-called conservative congregations.   The embracing of error, for the most part, comes 
about by a slow, steady departure from the faith. Practices that were once strongly condemned are now 
embraced e.g. Car washes, women youth ministers, gymnasiums ("Family Life Centers"), Cafes, Sunday 
retreats, to name a few. When called into question about these various practices, their response consist of: 

"What's wrong with it?" 
"Scripture does not specifically prohibit this." 
"The elders have given their approval." 
"These are 'good works.'" 

      "You are taking an 'anti' view of things." 
 It is always interesting to note those who try to justify practices that have no biblical authority resort to the 

same old worn out quibbles used by the Christian Church in defense of instrumental music in worship and the 
Missionary Society! 

Once brethren become settled into accepting the drift from truth, they soon become hardened to any open 
discussion, hi time, they cut themselves off and go their way. An examination of these congregations reveals 
few, if any, ever return to the old paths of truth! 

There have always been departures from the faith, and will be until the end of time. The hope of truth being 
faithfully adhered to always involves a remnant of truly God fearing brethren! When the division of 1906 
occurred, only a small group (20%) of faithful brethren adhered to truth which resulted in tremendous growth. 
This growth continued until false teachers once again infiltrated the Lord's church. 

That there is presently a great departure from truth taking place is clearly evident! At the Freed-Hardeman 
University lectureship in 2008, brother Alan Highers preached a much needed lesson. Due to space, I quote in 
part from the lectureship book pages 12-13. 

". . . There is a crying need to men of God to declare "all of the counsel of God." We must remember that 
it is not enough to say we did not preach error. We must declare the truth. If we want to see a generation that 
does not oppose instrumental music in worship, it is not necessary to advocate a piano or organ in worship. 
No, all we need to do is fail to declare the whole counsel of God. Just do not preach on the subject.. .A lack of 
teaching will eventually dull the senses. If we fail to teach on any subject, the time will come that men will be 
indifferent toward it and regard it as unimportant..." In the August 2008 Gospel Advocate, David Tarbet of the 
White Rock church in Dallas wrote: 

"Apostasy only comes after a long absence of decisive doctrinal preaching on subjects the church needs 
to hear. When brethren are not reminded of the truth, they forget the reasons for opposing error and lose their 
convictions. Then change agents can begin the steps which inevitably lead to the adoption of instrumental 
music, women's leadership roles in worship, ecumenical fellowship, and open membership. It's been years in 
many congregations since there has been strong biblical teaching and preaching on these matters. Surely 
preachers and elders will be held accountable for what is not being taught that ought to be taught." 

While many factors contribute to congregations departing from the truth. These statements by brothers 
Highers and Tarbet get to the heart of the matter. Brethren, the number one factor in a congregations departure 
from the one way is a refusal to preach and teach NEEDED TRUTH! Yes, we must preach "all of the counsel 
of God!" Many will agree but are very selective as to what constitutes "all of the counsel of God" or needed 
truth! In many congregations, major publications and lectureships, the following subjects (others could be 
cited) are evidently considered "off limits," for they are seldom if ever discussed: 

Marriage, Divorce & Remarriage 
Perverted Versions 
Worldliness 



Elder Reaffirmation 
The Holy Spirit 
Hell 

Yes, it is true, as brothers Highers and Tarbet pointed out: "A lack of teaching will eventually dull the 
senses. If we fail to teach on any subject, the time will come that men will be indifferent toward it and regard it 
as unimportant... Surely preachers and elders will be held accountable for what is not being taught that ought to 
be taught." Brethren, Needed Truth has always made the church of Christ strong, faithful and vibrant! It is not 
enough to say brother X preached at a liberal church, lectureship or encampment but "he preaches the truth!" 
The question is. "Did he preach needed truth?" 

The solution to liberalism has always been "Preach the Word" (2 Tim.4: l-2) and that always includes needed 
truth! 

- - -Ivie Powell 
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